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Original Project List 
 

 

  



Redesigned Homepage (Combined with Project List) 
 

 



Original Project Information Screen 

  



Redesigned Project Information Screen 
 



 



Original Takeoff/Assessment Data Screen 
 

 

  



Redesigned Takeoff/Assessment Data Screen 
 



 



Original Takeoff/Assessment Popover 
 

 

  



Redesigned Takeoff/Assessment Popover 
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Redesigned Configuration Screen 
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Redesigned New Quote Screen 
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Elizabeth Keyes 
Initial Notes of UI Redesign 
 

1.) Login screen 
a. Add the “About” to this screen instead 
b. Use watermark image defined in web portal UI configurator to customize screen 

2.) User Home screen 
a. Keep Logout towards bottom 
b. Group icons for similar content and make them larger (Fitt’s Law – time to select items 

is calculated by distance from target times size, we want to reduce that time) 
i. Creating “Projects” and “Presentations” sub menus, where people can access 

new or old ones within these menus 
c. The main workflow will be creating a new project – make it the largest option 
d. Secondary workflow is viewing/updating presentations – second largest, under first 
e. Provide some spacing between workflow buttons to avoid accidental selection 

3.) Existing Project screen 
a. Need to add functionality to delete projects 
b. Possibly add a search feature 

4.) New Project Info screen 
a. Should be the first screen when choosing projects (assuming people will be creating new 

ones more frequently than using existing ones) 
b. Need to move “Enter Site Data” button from very bottom, and make it bigger 
c. Need to modify the upper right corner functionality – TouchQuote Home?  Back? 
d. Should have a way to get to the Home screen at any time 
e. Group required data together so people can answer them together, then skip the non-

required fields 
5.) Presentation List screen 

a. Similar look and feel to the Existing Project screen 
b. Show what file types these are (video versus photo versus document) 

6.) Project Home screen 
a. This may be where we can show the remaining steps broken out clearly, instead of along 

the bottom 
b. Keep “Edit Project Details” towards the bottom (replacing “Step #1”) 

7.) Takeoff Home screen 
a. Make Step #2 the label to give users a sense of where they’re at 
b. Looks too similar to Step #3 
c. Need to organize these two steps like we have in CenterPoint (quotes with line items on 

them instead of packages with windows).  Need more of a connection to our existing 
product 

d. Do we need a takeoff screen?  Can we use the configurator only?  May need to test (A/B 
testing) 



e. Have users choose the type first (perhaps have it be in the center of the screen, then 
move when they select one). 

8.) Takeoff Popup screen 
a. Can we tie the info into PK better?  For example, Width and Height may not be used in 

PK the same way, and will be changed automatically when users select a certain brand 
b. Need to show what is required to users (like *s in the New Project screen) 

9.) Package Summary screen 
a. As mentioned in #7, need to find a way to tie this back into our CenterPoint terminology 

for existing users to get familiar 
10.)  Catalog Selection screen 

a. As mentioned, use icons (like in DealerPoint or Retail models) 
11.)  Configuration screen 

a. Possibly have the item selection be collapsible (swipe to show all, swipe back to hide).  
This would free up a lot of space 

b. Make it more like the UX Configurator in CenterPoint.  This means moving the image up 
to the top, pricing towards the bottom right, and having the “Save” or “Finish” be at the 
bottom right as well.   

c. Change “Cancel” from top left, to match other app functionality (whatever is decided) 
d. Have the Q&A sections move down while the questions pop up to show users what step 

they are on (like in the UX Configurator) 
e. Instead of red and green, use icon notifications (like UX Configurator) 
f. Move bottom icons, make them bigger 

12.)  Configuration Answer screen 
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